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A rather unusual formation in the bottom of a quarry may give us confirmation 

that a very heavy downpour occurred in at least one place in the Upper 

Dawson during April. The Museum’s Discovery Centre advises that this crater 

of silt found a week after the quarry floor was covered with water is not likely 

to have been the work of any living organism.  

 

The best guess is that a long period of drought was followed by heavy rain 

that filled cracks leading to the quarry. There the rushing water met a barrier 

that forced it up into the base of the quarry carrying a heavy load of silt.  

 

Rising into the pond that was forming in the quarry, 

the water lost speed, depositing a dome of fine earth. 

When the rain stopped, water pressure in the cracks 

dropped and the semi-liquid centre of the mound 

slumped back into the crevice out of which it had 

come, thus forming this fairly symmetrical crater 

that one might call a ‘mud-cano’.  There have been 

some welcome falls, filling the Dawson and some 

dams while other properties have had little run-off, 

their cracked ground not yet full. 

 

Birdlife has picked up, with some species building in numbers, and migrants like the grey fantail 

returning to winter in warmer places. Striated pardalotes are “chip-chipping” in the scrub once 

more, though not as numerous as in the year they tried to nest in the tail-pipe of the car. On the 

cleared grassland, peewees and apostle birds have enjoyed a boom season, carrying on aerial 

warfare with each other as they compete for space on scattered trees and power lines. One 

disappointing feature is the increasing number of common or Indian mynahs, notorious for taking 

over the territory and nesting sites of native birds. 

 

The rain was well timed for the magnificent flowering 

of more scrub ironwood (Acacia fasciculifera) (pictured 

right), sticky hopbush (Dodonaea viscosa), Sally wattle 

(Acacia salicina), soapwood (Alphitonia excelsa) and 

native witch-hazel (Turraea pubescens). 

 

Photographers are encouraged to enter wildlife photos in 

the Taroom Show for a prize of the award-winning 

Wildlife Australia Magazine and to share the enjoyment 

that comes from displaying the unique character of our 

native animals. 

 

Out next meeting will be at our outing weekend in the Upper Mary Valley 21-24 May. Anyone 

interested in exploring the natural environment a little further from home is encouraged to contact 

Melanie on melasim49@gmail.com or 0428278416. 

 

Photos (from top): Silt crater © Terri Boyce; Diagram Vic. Ag.; Scrub ironwood (Acacia 

fasciculifera) © Margery Joyce. 
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